Previous research has used behavior hierarchies to address the problem of coordinating large numbers of behaviors. However, behavior hierarchies scale poorly since they require the state information of low-level behaviors. Abstracting this state information into priorities has recently been introduced to resolve this problem. In this work, we evaluate both the quality of priority-based behavior hierarchies and their ease of development. This is done by using grammatical evolution to learn how to coordinate low-level behaviors to accomplish a task. We show that not only do prioritybased behavior hierarchies perform just as well as standard hierarchies but that they promote faster learning of solutions that are better suited as components in larger hierarchies.
INTRODUCTION
Behavior-based architectures [1] are a popular approach for providing real-time control in dynamic, real-time environments. One of the most significant challenges for these architectures is the coordination, or arbitration, of multiple, competing behaviors. As the number of behaviors is scaled up, behavior coordination becomes increasingly complex and difficult. A solution is required if robots are to successfully complete complex tasks in dynamic environments.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. We recently introduced an approach to behavior hierarchies that provides an abstraction layer to separate the implementation of behaviors from their use [2] . This is accomplished by encapsulating all of the sensory input of a behavior into a single priority. Priorities can significantly reduce the amount of state information required to effectively coordinate the behaviors in the hierarchy. When a behavior hierarchy utilizes priorities, scaling up to a large number of behaviors becomes possible. In this work, we compare the effectiveness and efficiency of controlling an agent using priority-based and standard architectures. In addition, we compare the ease with which each can be developed by using grammatical evolution, a form of genetic programming.
RELATED WORK
Due to the importance of behavior coordination, it has been the focus of a significant amount of research [5, 6, 4, 3, 11, 7] . Many behavior-coordination approaches attempt to deal with complexity by associating subsets of behaviors with specific situations or roles. While this can simplify the coordination problem for those situations or roles, they do not address the problem for situations or roles that have not been defined. We believe that a more general solution is required to develop robots capable of operating in real-world environments over which we have very limited control.
The approach used here combines a fuzzy behavior hierarchy [9, 10] with priorities to mitigate the complexity (see Figure 1) . A description of prioritized fuzzy behavior hierarchies (including motivations, applications, and proof-ofconcept demonstrations) has been given previously [2] . Until now, however, a qualitative analysis of their effectiveness and benefits has not been made. This work provides that analysis by providing a direct comparison between prioritybased and non-priority-based behavior hierarchies.
LEARNING COORDINATION
In order for priorities to be effective for behavior coordination, they must provide the agent with performance comparable to, and facilitate faster development than, nonpriority-based behavior hierarchies. To evaluate both of these criteria, we apply machine learning to the problem of coordinating two different composite behaviors. For each composite behavior, both priority-based solutions and nonpriority-based solutions are learned. If the performance of priority-based solutions is better than, or equal to, that of non-priority-based solutions, we can conclude that there is significant evidence that priorities do not negatively impact the performance of agents that use them. Second, if priorities do in fact promote faster development, performance during trials that use priorities should improve at a faster rate than during trials that do not use priorities.
The first composite behavior learned combines the primitive behaviors collision avoidance and goal seeking, and is hereafter referred to as CAGS. While CAGS is simple, the two primitive behaviors do compete against one another and intelligent arbitration is required for an agent to successfully arrive at the goal. The second composite behavior learned adds the primitive behavior runaway to CAGS and is referred to as CAGSRA. One can imagine collision avoidance, goal seeking, and runaway as being Primitive Behaviors 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 1 , while the virtual sensors supply processed output such as distances to the goal, to obstacles, and to objects from which to flee. The addition of the third primitive behavior increases the complexity of the composite behavior and, therefore, has the potential to impact both the performance and the learning rate of the solutions.
Grammatical evolution [8] is used to learn each of the composite behaviors for two reasons. First, genetic programming, of which grammatical evolution is a special modification, has already been shown to be useful in learning composite behaviors [10] . Second, the grammatical nature of fuzzy rule sets lends itself to this learning method.
Two different fitness functions are used to evaluate possible solutions. The first (Task) is task-specific. For example, with CAGS the fitness is based on the distance to the goal. Survivability (i.e., avoiding collisions) is implicitly rewarded by the opportunity for future reward. The second (Combined) combines task-specific fitness with rewards for solutions that weighted sub-behaviors at the level suggested by the priority. In order to ensure that the evolved behaviors are viable solutions, they are compared with two baseline implementations. The first (Heuristic) is a naïve heuristic which simply weights behaviors according to their priority, regardless of other priority values. The second (Random) randomly weights behaviors at each time step.
RESULTS
Priority and non-priority CAGS and CAGSRA behaviors are evolved using each fitness function in a set of training environments. The best individuals for each generation are evaluated in a separate set of testing environments using the task-oriented fitness function, since that is the ultimate arbiter of fitness for these behaviors.
For each evolved behavior, there is no statistically significant difference in fitness between the priority and nonpriority-based solutions for a given fitness function (see the top two rows of Tables 1 and 2 ). This result is exactly what we are looking for as it indicates that although priorities abstract out many of the details of an agent's state, their use does not negatively impact the effectiveness of the agent. It is important to note, however, that these composite behaviors are relatively simple compared to those for which this technique has been developed. Investigation of more complex composite behaviors is warranted to ensure that this abstraction will work as the system is scaled up.
For both CAGS and CAGSRA, the evolved solutions outperformed both the naïve heuristic 1 and randomly weighted composite behaviors, which gives some confidence that the chosen learning process works to create appropriate composite behaviors.
Figures 2 and 3 indicate that priority-based solutions for both composite behaviors improve at a faster rate than the non-priority-based solutions when using the combined fitness function. Again, this is the result that we hypothesized. It demonstrates that the abstraction provided by priorities aids learning by simplifying the search space. While the difference in learning rates is small, we predict that as the priorities are used in composite behaviors that are far more complex than the ones evaluated here, the difference will be even more significant.
CONCLUSIONS
These results show that for the composite behaviors CAGS and CAGSRA (defined in Section 3), the use of priorities aids in learning to effectively coordinate sub-behaviors without negatively impacting the efficiency of the agent. This indicates that priorities have the potential to allow behavior hierarchies to be scaled beyond their current constraints since many of the complexities of lower-level behaviors can be abstracted out without loss of performance.
With these results, our final goal of scaling the system to a large number of competing behaviors is possible. These behaviors will include not only single agent behaviors, like the ones shown in this work, but also multi-agent behaviors that focus on the coordination of agents within a team. We also wish to investigate the use of other machine learning techniques, such as fuzzy Q-learning, in learning prioritybased composite behaviors.
